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A METHOD FOR OBTAINING ITERATIVE FORMUI,AS

oF HIGHER ORDER FOR ROOTS OF EQUATIONS

ADRIAN MURESAN

1. INTRODUCTION

Formulas of the class which use information at only one point are naturally

called one-point formulas" We shalt consider only stationary one-point formulas

which have the form

(1) xn+t = F(*),

with c¿ = ¡'(a), if the method converges, where o is the root of the real or complex

equationf-x):0.- 
Foi ilre iterative method (l) which converges to u, we say it is of order /c if

(2) l*,*, - cr,l = o(lr" - "lo) 
, n -+ æ.

If the function F'(.x) is &-times differentiable in a neighborhood of the limit
point x : cr, then [3] the iterative method (1) is of order /r if and only if

(3) r(cr) = ct,F'(o) = F"(c¿) =...- F(k-r)(o) = o,r'(k)(o) + o.

In Section 2 we give some results which represent the answers of the following '

question: If we have á method of order &, how can we obtain from it a method of
order /r + 1?

In Section 3, a family of iterative functions for finding root cr is derived' The

family includes the functions presented in Section 2.

2. HIGHER ORDER, METHODS

TneoneN4 | l4l. Let (l) be an iterative method of order k(> 2) and let

the function F(x) be k+l-times dífferentiable in a neíghborhood of the limit
point x: a. Then
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('Ð tn-tt = Ë'(.';)- j'rt'(t')(t, * F(t,,)) =

- x¡t (x, - F("r,))(t råt'('")) , n =0,1,2,...

is an iterutive wethod of order at least /c + l. n
'tnnc)nev 2ll'). Ler (1) be an iteratíve method of order lc. Let the.function

F(x) bek+-I-times dffirentiablein a neighborhoodaf thelimitpointx:a oncl lel

F'(") * 0. Then
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which is løown as Halley's method, and

.f(r,,) t\f'(r,))' + f(x,,)ï" (*,)
(9) xn+7="-^rj@'

which is løown as Chebyshev's íterativemethod,

f(r,) t\f'(*,))'
(10) r¡+1 =',-f,(*)M'

133
J

137.

(5) rn+t =

r\cXria"u fuIureqan

),,, x, - F(x,)
=xo

,¿

1

k k

is an iteralive method of order at least /r + l. n

Tseonnrun 3 l4l. Let (1) be an iteratíve method of order le. Let thefunction
F(x) be k+ l-times dffirenfiul,tle in a neighborhood of thel.imit point x: a and let

F'(") * I. Then

1

(6)

that is,

(?) x,¡,, =r, - 
[,. +[Jtr))),r - r(',)) , ,x =0,t,2,.

is an íterative ¡neth d of oreÌer at least k+ L E

Remarlc | . I . If (1) represents Ne 'ton's method for Jindíng símple rools oJ

th e equaîion J(x) : 0, namely,

(8)

whichmeans tkat

"f 
(*,)

Xn+t = *, - 
f,(*r)

z(f'(x,) - f (*,)f" (*^)
(1 1) z(f'(x,) - zf(x,)f" (x,)

(r:0,1,2, ...),' 
The order of these methods is at least 3 but, since thq do not involve

derivatives offhigher than the second order, their order ofconvergence cannot

acceed 3 (see [3]).
2. Inl2lit is presented afamily of transþrmations

^ , 
ç*¡]r"-rolf(r¡]o[/" {r)]o

(12) T^(*)= , ,

' (*)f'" 
-'o 

lfq'¡]* [ r " (')l 
*

k=0

where n e N* and a¡,å¡ e R, which includes those of Newton and Hallqt, and

whích accelerates the coniergence of theratios of consecutive Fibonacci numbers,

for some values of a 
o 

and b , to <p (the golden number) .

/r(,) - | n'Q,
, n =0r!r2,

I
I

F'(",,)

¡,'*, = Ë('ç,,)

F'(t,,)

x,, - F(x,,)

1- F'(-r,,)

I
1

t. ,tF'(,,

3. A NEW METIIOD

n =0,t,2,
f(*")
f'(t,)

Xn+l = ln -

THEOREM 4 . Let (l) be an iterative method of order k(> Z) . Let thefunction

F(x) be k+ l-times dffirentiable in a nei, borhood of the limit point x: u and let

s be afiníteparameter such that | - F'(*)[, * l\ + o. fnu'
\. k/

1 xnsF )(13) xn+r = *n - (rn - ¡(rr)) '

F(*,,)= ',-'f(:')..l'(r^)'
then from (4), (5) and (6) we obtain thefollowing methods, respectively:

0,n )I,

1- Is+-
k

(r,)

is an iterative method of order at least k+ |
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Proof. In the method (13) the iterative function is Since

(14) c(x) =r-("-r(")) 1- ¡f' xn ' (t-r'(x)
'- [" 

n i)"',", +(x - r(.r)(
Is+-
k

(')
1- 1s+-

k
('")

x- F(x)

1- IJ+-
k)t't'' l- IJ+-

k
(.x,]

= r(r) I F'(') x - r(-r) we obtain
k

'-( " 
* i)"'(',) or*)1a) = p(k)ça¡-'j¡lorur(,)]= o'

For the function G(-x) we shall prove that

(15) G(ø) = a,G'(ct) = G"(ø) =...= 6(e)1G) = 0.

By hypothesis, (l) is an iterative method of order k and, therefore, relations
(3) hold.

We obtain from (14)

(16) G(c) = 6¿

and

hence conditions (15) are fulfilled. a

RemarkL. For.s = -l we obtain the iterativemethod (4),for s:0 we
k

obtainthe iterativemethod(5) anclfor.r = L - ! *" obtofn theiterativemethod(6).
k
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(17)
. )c- x x - F(x)

r - (, * i).'t,l
IJ+-
k

++
l- (')

(4

+F',(x
x- Jç

l- IJ+-
k

(')

As regards relations (3),.*e obüain from (17)

(18) G(')(cú) = 0 for r :1,2,...,k -I


